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About Grove  
The Certified Financial Planners™ at Grove take time to get to know you and your goals. Then they work with you 1:1 to create a 
strategy for your money to help you achieve them. Our planners are fiduciaries, and your monthly membership pays their salary 

— not commissions from selling you mutual funds or expensive insurance policies. In addition to offering comprehensive 

financial advice, including an option to manage your investments, our advisors are optimized by technology to deliver you a 
beautiful, paper-free plan through the Grove app and website. As you complete your plan’s action items, you can check-in with 

your advisor anytime you have questions, or when life happens and you need to make adjustments.  
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Introduction: Get Excited 
They say the first $100,000 is the hardest to earn. Once you hit this milestone, building wealth gets easier, and that slow trek 

through saving and side hustling becomes a breezy run through noticeable returns.  
 
If you’re reading this, you may be about to reach this wealth milestone virtually overnight thanks to your equity. Perhaps you’ve 

done some quick math and learned you’ll hit this milestone two or three times over once you go public.  

If this describes your situation, you fall into the exclusive group of startups that go public. While you may not become an 
overnight millionaire post-IPO, you’ll have the seed money you need to become one. But making this happen will take the same 

focus and knowledge you’ve applied to your professional endeavors applied to your personal wealth strategy.  

In The Grove Guide to Equity, we will provide guidance on how to understand your equity before, during, and after your 

company goes public. This guide introduces you to key concepts, prepares you for what to expect, and empowers you to seek out 
the right information, resources, and financial professionals to help you manage your newfound wealth.  

Before we dive in, let’s establish a few principles to guide you through this resource and your approach to managing your equity:  

• Stay focused:  
When a company goes public, people get rich. Fast. In some cases, individual contributors  
who have been with the company since day one become wealthier than their manager. Whichever side of  
that coin you’re on, stay focused on your own finances. It’s human nature to be curious, but it’ll be infinitely  
more satisfying to apply that curiosity to managing your own windfall.  

• Be smart:  
The hardest part of obtaining financial freedom — building capital for investment — is almost done.  
But owning equity in a pre-IPO company doesn’t guarantee you’ll get an immediate windfall. There are several  
steps and considerations to take to exercise your options, minimize your tax bill, and protect your money.  

• Get excited:  
Once your company goes public, you will possess the raw materials needed to produce wealth,  
whatever wealth means to you. You are about to take a huge step towards seeing the world, starting a family,  
or opening an animal shelter. This is a big deal, and you deserve the tools and the knowledge to make the most of it.  

You have the equity. We have the knowledge. And we’re eager to share it with you. So let’s get to work.  
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1. The Fundamentals: Understanding the Pieces in Play  

In the startup world, where talent is scarce and money for salaries is often scarcer, equity compensation packages give employees 

a piece of the action.  

While the offer is simple — work for us, help build this solution, and if we grow you get a piece of the pie when we exit — the 

actual compensation is anything but simple. 
 
When dealing with equity in private companies, there are lots of three letter acronyms, and lots of arcane rules around them. 

Unless you are a securities lawyer or CPA (or passionate hobbyist!) you probably have some questions. 
 
To make good decisions about your own situation, it’s important to understand the concepts and instruments at work, as well as 
the timeline of the IPO. 

 

What is Equity? 

Having “equity” means having partial ownership of a company. It is synonymous with owning “stock” or “shares of stock.” 
 
What gives equity value are the rights associated with that ownership. There are some “control rights” and some “economic 
rights.” Control rights means that you may be able to vote on the direction of the company or elect board members to represent 

your interest. Economic rights are that you may receive dividends from the profits of the company, and if the company is 
purchased you would receive a share of the purchase price.  

In private companies, these control rights are frequently not granted to individual employees. As a result, you may not be able to 
vote on the direction of the company or elect board members. The economic rights may not be straightforward either. Venture-

capital backed companies usually issue “preferred” shares to investors, with more favorable control rights and economic rights. 

There are already a lot of factors to consider and we haven’t even gotten to the sea of equity acronyms. Luckily a lot of the 

complexity is eliminated when your company goes through an IPO. The multiple types of stock frequently are converted into 
one type, which allows the value of your equity to be calculated as follows: 

(Number of shares I own / Total number of shares outstanding) * Value of the company 
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Unless you founded the company or have already exercised your options, you probably don’t directly own shares of the company 
yet. So let’s talk about the connection of the most common forms of stock-based compensation offered to employees.  

 

The Different Forms of Equity Compensation 

The type of equity compensation a company might offer depends on the stage of the company, the preferences of the leadership, 
and potentially, your role at the company. The most common types of equity compensation are Restricted Stock Units (RSUs) 

and stock options. We will go through what each of these are and considerations around them in more detail a bit later. 

No matter the form of compensation, most private companies make their employees “earn” their equity through some type of 

vesting schedule. This means that over a time period the grant you received becomes “yours.” 

What is Vesting? 

When an employee joins a company offering equity compensation, there is usually an RSU or option grant as part of the 

employment offer. Because the company wants the employee to “earn” this equity compensation over time, similar to how they 
earn their cash compensation, the grant has a vesting schedule. Vesting means you can only exercise your options or have your 

shares once you’ve spent the predetermined amount of time working for the company.  

Without vesting, talent could simply hop from one startup to the next, collecting grants in the hopes of a big future payday. 

Typically, in venture capital-backed private companies, equity grants vest over four years with a one year cliff. In other words, if 

you leave before a year, you get nothing.  
 
If you stay for a year, you hit the cliff and have access to 25% of your equity. After the first year, your equity vests monthly until 

you’re fully vested at the end of year four.  
 
An IPO could happen before you’re fully vested. Plugging your full equity grant into a formula without considering the vesting 

period results in counting your eggs before they hatch.  

Note: Some companies may offer an accelerated vesting schedule in the case of an IPO, but this is often reserved for senior-level 
employees, if at all. Accelerated vesting presents ample benefits for employees, but risk for employers who might lose talent after 

they have full access to their equity. predetermined amount of time working for the company.  
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What are Restricted Stock Units (RSUs)? 

Restricted stock units are not direct ownership in the company, and have specific requirements before they convert to shares. In 

private companies, RSUs are usually released i.e., become unrestricted shares, when two conditions are met: the vesting 
requirement is reached and the company goes through an IPO or acquisition (a “liquidity event”). In public companies, RSUs are 

only subject to the vesting requirement. 
 
Unlike options, RSUs do not need to be exercised and have no associated costs besides taxes upon vesting. 
 
RSUs are most frequently issued by later stage private companies and public companies.  

What is a Stock Option? 

A stock option is just that: an option. You have the right, but not the obligation, to buy shares of your company’s stock for a 
certain price (the strike price) after a specific period of time (vesting period). The details of the stock option is defined by your 

agreement with your company.  
 
Once these conditions are met, you can “exercise” your options, paying the strike price to receive shares of the company. Stock 

options come in two different flavors: 

• Incentive stock options (ISOs) 

• Non-Qualified stock options (NSOs) 

These option types are governed by different rules and have different tax effects. We’ll look into their differences more in a later 

section. 
 

What is a Strike Price? 

The strike price, or exercise price, is how much it costs you (per share) to exercise your options. In private companies, the strike 

price is usually set at the “409(a) valuation” of a share of stock, which is a third party assessment of the “fair market value.” The 
reason a strike price is included with the option is so that the option is not immediately valuable: if you were to exercise the 

option you would pay the fair market value to receive a share worth the fair market value. If it were to a lower, or zero, strike 

price, the IRS would consider it to be compensation and immediately subject to taxes. 

To understand the mechanics, it is helpful to look at an example.  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Say you’re a talented marketing automation specialist, and an e-commerce startup makes you an offer to join. 

Number of Shares: 100 
Strike Price: $2 (per share) 

Vesting Period: 4 years with a 1 year cliff 

Let’s say the company goes public after your grant has fully vested and the market values your shares at $30 each. 

You only have to pay $2 for each of those options to receive shares. 

Market Value of 100 Shares: $3,000 
Total Exercise Cost of 100 Options: $200 

 
If you immediately sell upon exercise, you will make $2,800 (before paying taxes on that gain). Later we’ll explore why the strike 
price is an important part of your overall exercise strategy. 

 
What’s the Difference Between ISOs and NSOs? 

We mentioned that two are different types of stock options: Incentive Stock Options (ISO) and Non-Qualified Stock Options 

(NSO). The differences between the two options include their tax treatment and the limitations around them. 

 
ISOs have more limitations, but ultimately can result in better tax treatment. The first limitation is that ISOs can only be granted 

to employees. The second limitation is around timing — ISOs can result in a favorable tax treatment known as a “qualifying 
disposition” only if certain requirements are met. The major requirements are 1) ISOs must be exercised no later than 90 days 

after leaving employment with the company, 2) the shares received upon exercising ISOs must be held for at least a year after 

exercising and at least two years after the initial grant was received. A qualifying disposition allows you to pay long-term capital 
gains tax on the difference between the sale price and the exercise. 

 
Paying long-term capital gains can mean significant tax savings when compared to other types of taxation. However, it doesn’t 

end there. Even with a qualifying disposition, you may still owe tax in the year you exercise your stock options, by way of 

creating an alternative minimum tax liability. The alternative minimum tax (AMT) was created by Congress to shore up the 
many loopholes that wealthy individuals used to reduce their taxes. Rather than amending those loopholes, they created an 

alternative system, requiring taxpayers (or their tax professionals) to calculate any additional taxes they may owe on certain 
transactions on top of their “normal” tax bill.
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Exercising ISOs is one of those transactions that may give rise to owing more than you may otherwise would under the regular 

tax system. The difference between the “fair market value” of the shares at exercise and the exercise price can incur AMT. If that 

wasn’t complicated enough, this will create a dual basis, one under the regular tax system and one under the AMT system. As you 
go to sell your shares, keeping track of how much tax you have already paid and under which system will inform you how much 

tax you still need to pay, if any.  
 
NSOs can be granted to anyone whether they work for the company or not, but they do not have the same tax benefits. 
 
When an NSO is exercised, if the difference between the current fair value of the stock and the strike price is positive, that 

difference is considered compensation. In other words, it’s taxable income even though you haven’t necessarily received any cash 
yet. When you eventually sell, any gain is also taxable at either the short- or long-term capital gains tax rate, depending on when 

you sell. 

As you can see, taxes on options can get pretty complex. We highly recommend working with a tax professional to help you 

understand your situation and create a strategy. 

 
Timeline of an IPO 

The way that many companies go from a private one to a publicly-traded one is through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of their 
equity to investors. Although each company’s specific path is different, there are milestones common to the process. 

 
The Pre-IPO stage  

• Company prepares internal processes: Going public means additional requirements around financial reporting, 

corporate governance, and an increased scrutiny on management and performance. To prepare for this, a company 

will frequently bring in experienced senior leadership and start to engage accounting firms for in-depth auditing. 

• An investment bank enters the picture: The company will hire an investment bank to manage the process and serve 

as lead underwriter (who will pledge to buy any unsold shares). This is an indication that the company intends to try 

to go public, but this can be scuttled by poor market conditions, bad performance of the broader economy, or issues at 

the company itself.   

During the IPO process 

 
How long the IPO process takes depends on how organized your company is. Gaining the necessary approval from the SEC takes 
time, as does drumming up interest from investors. 
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Here are the main activities that will take place during this time:  

• S-1 Form Filed:  
U.S. companies file an initial S-1 form which contains relevant information such as a description of the business and 

the offered security, potential risk factors, and financials. 

• Revisions:  
The SEC may request revisions or additional information. Approval from the SEC to continue with the IPO process 
does not equal a guarantee that a company has disclosed everything. Once the SEC and the company agree on the 

changes, the filed documents are made public for potential investors to review. 
   

• Roadshow:  
Your company’s senior management team will go on a “roadshow” to present the company and raise interest from 
investors, particularly institutional investors, to ensure a successful IPO. 

• Pricing and Approval:  
Once the roadshow is over, your company will decide on pricing in consultation with its investment bankers. After 

this, a final registration document is filed, the SEC approves the final offering, and it “goes effective.” Within a few 
hours, your company goes public and its security is available for trading.   

Post-IPO Stage 

• Lock-Up Period:  
Once the company goes public, employees are required to honor the lock-up period, which can last up to 180 days. 

During this time, employees can’t sell any of their shares. This prevents triggering a sudden decrease in the stock 
price.  
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2. What Should You Do While Your Company Is Private?  

Get the right team on the field 

For many people, equity in their company is the most complex part of their financial life. It can have a significant impact on 

their ability to reach financial goals and their taxes. Because of the complexity of these items, you’ll want the right professionals 

available to advise you. 

• Financial planners work with you to understand your financial circumstances and you and your family’s goals. They 
will create a plan for you to reach your short-term and long-term objectives. They can help point you toward the 

areas that need attention, for example your savings rate or your investment strategy, and make actionable 

recommendations. 

• Tax professionals can help you answer important questions about the tax implications of various exercise and sale 
strategies. There are a lot of variables to consider, and a professional with equity compensation experience can help 

you navigate it.  

What does a financial planner do?  

A financial planner is a bit like a personal trainer for your money. They listen to what you want to achieve, assess where you are 
now, and work with you to optimize your path there. They help you balance your near- and goals and long-term goals — like 

paying for your children’s education or saving for your own retirement — and help you understand how your equity 

compensation fits into the total puzzle. 

Regarding equity specifically, they can also help you with decisions like when to sell your shares, when to exercise your options, 
how to balance, how this affects your other goals, and how to best use the money.  

Once you establish your goals and timelines, they can calculate what you are on track for, and help you make any needed 
adjustments to your savings or investing strategy. The best ones also encourage you along the way. 

While it’s possible to do this yourself, there are a lot of factors and competing priorities. It’s often difficult to know if you are on 

track for your goals and if your current plan maximizes your money. 
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Below is an example of the steps a financial planner would take: 

Questions to understand your goals 

• Are you planning to buy a home? Do you have a rough idea when and how much you would want to spend? 

• Do you plan on having children? Do you have any plans for child care? Would you consider sending them to private 

school? 

• Do you have any plans for significant travel or a sabbatical? 

• Do you want to plan to pay for your children’s college tuition?  

• Do you intend to make substantial contributions to charity? 

• Do you need to put money aside to take care of your parents in the future? 

 

Questions to understand your current situation 

• How much do you save per year? 

• Do you have debt? What type? What is the interest rate? 

• Do you have an emergency fund? How much is in it? 

• How much equity compensation do you have? What form is it in? What are the vesting details? 

• How is your investment account allocated? 

• Does your employer offer a 401(k)? Do they match contributions? 

• Do you have a 529 fund open? 

• What types of insurance policies do you and your partner have? 

 
Create a plan to get there 

• Make a recommendation on how much you should target to save each month or year to make sure you are on track for 
your goals. 

• Create a saving strategy for each of your goals, along with annual targets for relevant accounts. 

• Recommend the optimal allocation of cash, investments, retirement funds, and other tax-advantaged accounts, and if you 
should pay off any outstanding debts. 

• Create an investment portfolio consistent with your risk tolerance and time horizon. 

• Make sure you are maximizing employer benefits and other tax-advantaged saving. 

• Close any gaps in insurance or estate planning protections. 
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Researching financial planners  

Financial advisors have a bad wrap — and sometimes that is justified! Here are some key questions to ask to make sure that you 

get the right advisor: one that knows what they are talking about and has your best interest at heart.  

• Are you a fiduciary?  
Believe it or not, not all financial advisors are required to act in your best interest! You should find one who is legally 

obligated to. The technical distinction is if they have a legal “fiduciary duty” to their clients or not. If you are looking for a 
financial advisor, make sure they will confirm this in writing. Only 10% of financial advisors out there are required to act 

solely in your best interest - so this is probably the most important question to ask! 

• Do you help with more than investments?  
Many financial advisors focus only on investment advice. While investing is important, it is only one piece of the puzzle. 

Look for someone that can give you holistic advice, taking into account your goals and giving you advice on saving, 
investing, education planning, insurance, and long-term planning. 

• What financial planning education do you have?  
Did you know that there is no specific education requirements to call yourself a financial advisor? You should look for 
someone that has a general financial planning education. A well known education certification is the Certified Financial 

Planner® designation, which requires passing a comprehensive examination and years of experience in the industry. 

• Have you worked with similar clients? 
Planners deal with a wide range of circumstances, you should make sure you find someone that has experience working 
with clients that have equity compensation in private companies. If it is relevant to your circumstances, you also want 

someone who understands the lifecycle of venture capital-backed startups and the nuances of equity compensation around 
it. 

• How do you make money?  
Make sure you understand all the ways your advisor makes money and all the fees and/or commissions you will pay. This 
lets you understand their business model, what they may be incentivized by, and make sure it is affordable for you. 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Researching tax professionals  

As you can see, there is a lot of complexity around equity taxation. Taking the wrong actions can turn your equity into a trap 

rather than a liberator. Hiring solid tax professionals means that you can form a tax strategy that aligns with your cash flow and 

goals.  

You can evaluate a tax professional by asking the following questions: 

• What credentials do you have?  
There is a range of professionals for different needs, and navigating that landscape can be confusing. What’s the difference 
between a tax preparer versus an accountant? How about an accountant versus a tax accountant? For example, while a tax 

preparer can help prepare your annual tax return they will not have the same experience and training as an accountant 
who can deal with a wider range of scenarios. Anyone can file the forms, but not everyone can provide sophisticated tax 

planning strategies. If you are going to shell out money on an accountant, you may consider investing in one who 

specifically focuses on tax planning. 

• Have you worked with similar clients?  
Look for tax professionals who have experience working with employees in the technology space. It would be a mistake to 
assume all equity compensation packages are created equal or that all tax professionals have exposure to all industries. It’s 

best to work with a professional who understands your industry and your equity compensation package whether it 

consists of ISOs, NSOs, or RSUs. 

• Will you represent me if I’m audited?  
There’s always the chance you’ll be audited by the IRS, and you certainly don’t want to manage that alone. You also don’t 

want to be in the overwhelming position of explaining what your previous accountant did to your new accountant. Ask 

your prospective tax professional if they will represent you during an audit. They should be willing and able to defend 
their work to the government.  

• How do you charge?  
Ask your accountant to detail their fees and its specific composition. If a senior professional provides the advice, but a 

junior employee is the one preparing the return and managing the data entry and administrative aspects, you want the 

hourly rate to reflect that.  

TIP: Establish your point of contact up front. This is important for two reasons. For starters, when you have questions, you want 

to speak to the person actually working on your file. Furthermore, you may want all of your files to be handled by the person you 

initially spoke to, and there’s the chance part of it will be delegated to someone else if you’re working with a larger firm. If this is 

a dealbreaker for you, be sure to confirm your point of contact right from the start.  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Consider a secondary sale  

While your company isn’t public yet, the stock for some private companies does trade hands. This usually happens through slow-

moving, individual trades. If you have a significant amount of money tied up in the stock, you may be thinking about de-risking 

and selling some of the shares. 
 
This can be a very good idea in some circumstances — although you are giving up some upside, you are locking in money you can 
use to address near-term needs and making sure it is available, no matter what happens to the company, to use toward your goals.  

There are a few challenges to doing a secondary sale: 

• You need to have shares, not options.  
Most secondary platforms only allow you to sell vested shares, not options, RSUs, or unvested shares. If you currently have 
options, this would mean that you need to exercise them before completing a sale. 

• There may be restrictions on the sale.  
You may need company permission to sell your shares. Companies may be able to block a sale and frequently have “right of 
first refusal,” which would allow them to purchase the shares from you instead of allowing the investor to purchase them. 

This may make setting up any transaction more complicated. You would need to check your shareholder agreement for 
restrictions in your specific circumstance. 

• You need to find buyers of your stock.  
It may be difficult to find a buyer for stock if your company is not large and well known. There is generally more investor 

interest for companies valued at more than a billion dollars. 

• You need to get a fair price.  
It is very difficult to know what an appropriate price is for your equity. You may be selling to someone who knows more 
(or less) than you, and there may be a significant transaction fee. 
 

Consider option exercise  

If you hold options at a company, you may be asking yourself if you should be exercising those options to receive shares. When 

exercising, the risk is that the stock loses value (or is worth nothing) and you lose the amount that you spent exercising the 
options. There are also some potentially complex tax consequences of exercising your options, so you need to be prepared to 

handle those.  
 
Despite the risk and potential tax owed, there are some reasons you may want to consider exercising your options: 
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• You are very optimistic on the prospects of the company and want to start the clock on holding shares to get favorable 
tax treatment:  
There is a balance between the financial risk and exercise cost against the potential tax benefits of exercising early to get a 

“jump start” on the holding period for the long-term capital gains treatment. We generally do not guide clients toward 
paying more than 5-10% of their net worth in total as part of option exercises. There is significant concentration risk and 

we do not think this is a favorable tradeoff with the tax benefits. 

• You are leaving the company and only have a limited window to exercise:  
You will need to make a decision whether to exercise your options or forfeit them. This decision should be based on your 

risk tolerance (e.g.: What if the whole thing went to zero?), the amount of total investment, the size of the “gain,” and 
whether/how much you can afford to pay as part of your tax liability. 

• The company supports “early exercise” of options:  
Through a coordinated early exercise and 83(b) filing, you can put yourself in a situation for favorable tax treatment in the 

future. We highly recommend coordinating with a tax professional familiar with the 83(b) filing to make sure you meet 

the requirements and satisfy the timeline. This does require you to pay the upfront capital to exercise your options.  

• To receive shares for a secondary share sale:  
As mentioned above, selling your equity generally first involves exercising your options so you directly receive shares. 
 

Unless one of these situations applies, you are likely better off retaining the “option” to purchase, rather than exercising it. 
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3. Before the IPO: Action Items Before the Big Day  

So how do you know if you’re in the pre-IPO stage, in the midst of the process, or even post-IPO? Your company might not keep 

you in the loop. Partly because they’re going to be overwhelmed, but also because they don’t really have to. What you hear in the 

media and through rumblings around the office is the most you’ll get. That said, the IPO process is an energy-intensive process 
that requires a lot of paperwork, due diligence, preparation, and marketing, so watch for the signs. 

Your company is going through a transformation, and your wealth is about to as well. There’s an entire industry prepared to 

make a quick buck off your windfall if you’re not well-informed. 

• Review your priorities: First, you should seriously consider what is important to you and what your future life 

could look like. What are the “must haves” and what are “nice to haves?” You should have these conversations with 
your loved ones so you can start to align on them. Your priorities and vision will inform the actions you take going 

forward. 

• Create a game plan for your equity compensation: Based on your goals, you should figure out how much you will 

sell, and when. From there you can figure out your optimal option exercise strategy. Keep in mind that everyone’s 
financial situation is unique, which is why it your team (a financial planner who knows your goals and a tax 

professional who understands your situation) can help you navigate this. 

• Use clear thinking during an emotional process: An IPO can be an emotional rollercoaster. Successful investors 

understand that smart investing isn’t about timing the markets or gambling on one stock. Rather, diversification and 
discipline is key. But when the lock-up period ends and you’re suddenly clutching a decent stake in your company, 

it’s hard not to be a little possessive. Why should you sell your shares and diversify your portfolio? You put years of 

your life into building this company. What if the share price skyrockets? Deciding on a strategy with clear 

milestones before the IPO will enable you to execute on it rationally once your company goes public.  

Define your exit strategy  

Once you are in the pre-IPO stage, the first question to consider is how quickly you want to exit your position. It may seem 

counterintuitive to start the process by thinking about an exit strategy, but in this case, it is best to figure out where you want to 
go and work backwards to figure out the best path there. 

 
The primary driver of this decision will be your goals. If buying a home for your family is the most important thing for you, and 

proceeds from selling your stock will make that happen, that is a very good reason to sell and not look back. 

The primary driver of this decision will be your goals. If buying a home for your family is the most important thing for you, and 

proceeds from selling your stock will make that happen, that is a very good reason to sell and not look back. 

. 
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In general, we recommend selling more rather than less, and sooner rather than later. We think this is a good strategy even if you 

want to keep the money invested overall. A broadly invested portfolio can be better than a single stock portfolio because of the 

benefits of diversification. Diversification means reducing risk by shifting from a portfolio of one stock to a portfolio of various 
assets. This reduces risk because the new portfolio will be exposed to different market and economic factors. The effect of an 

accounting scandal at your company, or a downturn your sector will be muted because your stock is only a fraction of the 
portfolio. 

There are three fundamental strategies that you should consider:  

1) Sell in the first week after lockup;  
2) Hold until favorable tax treatment;  

3) Hold multiple years as part of a long-term portfolio 

Why and when do each of these strategies make sense? 

 
Strategy 1: Sell during the first week after the lock-up expires  
 
The indicators that this might be right for you are: 

• Have near-term goals or to satisfy tax liability 

• Need the money to fund the life you want 

• Lower level of risk tolerance 

• Not optimistic about company prospects 

• A long distance from favorable tax treatment 

The reason you may want to follow this strategy is that you get to quickly reduce your risk and have an opportunity to either use 

the money or diversify your investments. 
 
A risk of this strategy is that the stock continues to go up and you have to sit next to your colleagues who may be enjoying the 

ride up. You may feel like you made a poor decision by selling, even if it was the right one for your circumstances.
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Strategy 2: Hold until favorable tax treatment   
 
Here are some indicators this might be right for you: 

• Do not need the money right away 

• Do not need the money to fund the life you want, or flexible enough if there is a large drop  

• Looking to maximize potential value 

• A short distance to favorable tax treatment 

The reason to follow this strategy is to try to minimize the amount of taxes you pay. You may be able to lower your tax bill a 

meaningful amount in some circumstances, for example if you have ISOs or if you have NSOs or RSUs that have appreciated a 

significant amount since exercise or release. 
 
The risk to this strategy is that the stock could lose substantial value while you are holding it and waiting to reach a more 

favorable tax treatment. These losses could far outweigh the potential savings on taxes. You can get hit two ways, first that the 

stock loses value, and second that you owe taxes based on the higher exercise price. 

It’s important to be mentally and financially prepared for these risks. 

We recommend that taxes alone don’t drive the decision. Even if your company is doing really well today, and you have high 

prospects for its future, multiple factors such as competition from other companies, mismanagement, or changing regulations in 
your industry could greatly impact the share price. The reality is that there are so many things that could derail the stock price 

even if things look bright today, so focus instead on what you are trying to achieve with this money and that will inform how 
you should treat it. 

Strategy 3: Hold multiple years  
 
Here are some indicators this might be right for you: 

• Do not need the money right away 

• Do not need the money to fund the life you want 

• Very optimistic on company’s prospects 

The reason to do this strategy is that your company’s stock will increase more than any other potential investments. 
 
The risk is that the company underperforms other investments or loses value on an absolute basis. We highly recommend clients 

diversify their holdings and don’t hold more than 5-10% of their portfolio in a single stock to limit their risk.
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This is a risky strategy. Even if you decide to have some combination of strategy that includes this third strategy, we generally 

guide against concentration in one company stock. That said, we have plenty of clients that really believe in the future growth of 

their company, and there could be a place for a smaller amount of exposure in their portfolio. 

Blended approach 

Although these are the fundamental strategies at play, many people use a blend of the three strategies discussed above. In other 
words, clients may choose to sell some portion immediately, hold another portion until it is subject to more favorable tax 

treatment, and hold a portion for a long-term investment. Selecting the right mix will depend on your circumstances and 

figuring out the implications of that strategy can be done working closely with your financial planner and tax professional. 

Define your option exercise strategy 

If you hold options, you will need to create an option exercise strategy, i.e. when to exercise your options that aligns with your 
exit strategy. We outline some possible option exercise choices based on the selling strategies discussed above. 

Strategy 1: Sell during the first week after the lock-up expires 

We generally recommend that you exercise your options and sell stock in the same day that you exercise. By doing this you aren’t 
exposed to additional risk that the stock drops between exercise and sale, and you can use the sale proceeds to cover any exercise 

costs and taxes owed.  

By exercising and selling in the same day, you can use the technique of a “cashless exercise” if your stock plan supports it — this 

means that you don’t need to separately have the money to exercise your options. 
 
Strategy 2: Hold until favorable tax treatment 

To exercise your stock options before you can sell the stock, you’ll need cash to pay for the exercise and the taxes. If you have 
enough money to cover those expenses, are confident the IPO is going to happen, and are eager to sell the stock, then you can 

consider exercising now to start the clock toward favorable tax treatment. 

If you either don’t have the money or confidence around the IPO, then you should probably wait to exercise. 
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Strategy 3: Hold multiple years 

If you choose this strategy and hold options, when should you exercise? 

You should consider exercising as soon as you can. If you don’t have the cash, wait until the lockup expires after the IPO. At that 

point, you’ll be able to exercise and sell enough to cover both the exercise cost and the taxes due. If you plan on holding the shares 
anyway, this allows you to potentially get more favorable tax treatment. 

4. After the IPO: How to Maximize Your Money and Stay on Track  

The media loves to profile people who made millions in an IPO, like the Google masseuse who went from taking out the kinks in 

engineers’ backs to taking trips around the world. They also love sharing painful stories of those who missed out, like a former 

Facebook employee who sold his shares, only to see the stock multiply in value. 

The stock price goes from something that is fuzzy and abstract to concrete. You can value your equity every 5 minutes by Googling 
the ticker, and feel highs when the stock rises, and lows when it falls. With so much invested in a single stock, it is easy to become 

emotionally attached to the performance. 

Between the media coverage to the daily ups and downs, it’s important to stay grounded in a plan. If you’ve reviewed your 

priorities and are creating a selling and option exercise strategy you are ready! 

Execute your plan  

This sounds easier than it is! 

People can get cold feet about a plan if performance was very good or very bad. Very good and you don’t want to get off a 

rocketship, very bad and you want to wait for it to rebound. 

The stock price and recent performance should not drive your decision to sell. It is difficult to sell a stock that just fell a few 

percent: you want to wait for it go back up. In those times it is important to keep in mind your ultimate goals with the money. You 
want to buy a home or put money aside for your kid’s college, not try to squeak out the last few percent. And the truth is that there 

is no guarantee that the stock will go back up.  
 
It’s at the point of execution that it can be important to have a third-party to keep you connected to the big picture and the strategy 

you’ve developed. 
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Now that you are liquid… 

Once you do sell, there’s the immediate question of what you should do with the money. First, breathe! Wow, this was a long 

journey. You can just let it sit there for a bit if you’d like while you wrap your head around next steps. 

Once you catch your breath, we break down the common best uses for the money. 

Top priorities 
• Set aside money for taxes.  

When tax time rolls around, the IRS may hit you with a massive tax bill. You should work with a tax professional to figure 
out how much you need to set aside to cover your tax liability in the coming April.  

• Pay down high interest debt.  
If you owe money on credit cards or personal loans, this could be a great opportunity to pay them down to save money on 
interest. A goal should be to avoid taking out this type of debt in the future. 

• Create an emergency fund.  
We generally recommend having at least three to six months of expenses saved in cash. This will allow you to cover 
unforeseen expenses and roll with life’s punches more easily, for example getting laid off, doing a home repair, or covering a 

medical bill. 

Your goals 
• Near-term goals.  

If you have goals within the next few years, you may set aside money for them now from the sale. You should be judicious 
with your near-term goals — there can be a temptation to spend the money on luxury items or experiences, but it’s best to 

make sure you are planning for the long-term too! 

• Long-term goals.  
For goals further in the future, be sure you are making consistent progress towards them. You can use some of the proceeds 

from the sale to kickstart that progress. 

 
Optimizations 

• Tax-advantaged accounts.  
You will likely be less dependent on proceeds from the stock sale than you would be on normal wage income. This means 

that you could have the opportunity to contribute more savings to tax-advantaged accounts like maxing your employer 

retirement account or contributing to a 529 account. 
• Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP).  

Your employer may offer you the option to buy shares in the company at a discount to the market price. Depending on the 

terms of the program, taking advantage of this may make it possible to earn low risk gains, if you have a buffer of cash that 
you can draw on! 

• Other debt.  
Paying down loans with moderate interest rates (e.g. student loans or car loans) can make sense depending on the rest of 

your circumstances. We generally think about debt with an interest rate over 6% as a good target to pay down. 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While there are certainly best practices, effective financial planning goes beyond them to consider an individual’s unique 
circumstance. An upcoming inheritance, the desire to start a family soon, or plans to buy a home all impact how you manage your 

money. How to balance setting money aside for your goals and optimizing your saving is a difficult decision. A financial planner 

can help you weigh these and create a personalized plan.  

Stay on track  

No matter how much money you will earn in the IPO, you could easily find a way to spend it or lose it. 

Long-term financial success is not determined by one influx of money, it is built over many years through prudent budgeting, 

saving, and investing. 

• Budgeting.  
You first need to understand how much you spend and where. This is the diagnosis part. Then you can set goals for the total 
amount of spending and where specifically you need to limit yourself. Being informed is critical to success. Once you 

understand your spending and can track it, you are set up to effectively control it.  

• Saving.  
If you can stick to your budget (the hard part!) that means you are putting away money each month. This consistent saving is 
an important lever to long-term success. If you are negative each month, that means you need to draw on your savings or 

potentially borrow. Over time this means you are likely to be in a tough spot. How much you should be saving each month 

depends on a number of factors, including the scope of your goals and future needs. Unfortunately there isn’t a one-size-fits-
all answer here, but it is something your financial planner can give you guidance on.  

• Investing.  
This is a multiplier on your current money and your savings. It’s important to have your investments diversified (not all in 

one company or country), within your risk tolerance (so you don’t sell when it drops too much), and to not pay too many fees 

on them (as this will hurt your return). A well-invested portfolio can multiply your money over long periods of time and is a 
critical component to building wealth. A portfolio does require some tending over time, you need to “rebalance” it to make 

sure it stays appropriately invested. 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Conclusion: A Toast to Your New Life
You’ve got a windfall coming just around the corner, and all the knowledge at your disposal to make the right moves. The biggest 
takeaway here is not to memorize a list of financial terms. Rather, it’s to view financial planning as exciting and to have a 

proactive attitude towards your wealth.  

Financial planning is not the boring guy who manages your parents’ money or a bank trying to make a buck. Financial planning 

is what puts you in the driver’s seat of your life and allows you to live the life you want on your own terms. Whether you want to 
quit your job, start a non-profit organization to clean the oceans, travel the world, or secure your family’s future, you need a 

financial plan. 

This guide’s functional mission is to educate you about your equity, but its larger goal is to inspire you to think big and use every 

available resource to maximize your life’s possibilities. 

It’s up to you to stay focused, be smart, and get excited enough about your future, so you can grow your wealth and power your 

future. 

Here’s to the start of  
your new life!
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